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RIVE

Italian Network of Ecological Villages
Ecovillages: eco-sustainable intentional communities

What is RIVE
The Italian Network of Ecological Villages - RIVE was born in December
1996 to keep in touch many heterogeneous realities of eco-villages that are
scattered throughout the Italian territory, and to support the start-up of
new ones. The diversity among the members of RIVE is a characteristic trait
of the association, richness that inspires multiple lifestyles. In fact, many
community experiences - different in philosophical and organizational
approaches - belong to it, but all are aimed towards a responsible and
sustainable way of life from the ecological, spiritual, socio-cultural and
economic perspective, where sustainability means the attitude of a human
group to meet its own needs without reducing, but improving the current
environmental perspectives and that of future generations.

Mission
The Italian Network of Ecological Villages - RIVE :
• believes that the experience of community life are real laboratories of
social and educational experimentation for a better world;
• recognizes social equity as ethic basis of its work, based on spiritual ,
economic and ecological harmony;
• facilitates/promotes the spread of the experiences of communities
and ecovillages already existing and supports newborn projects;
• supports and collaborates with all organizations that promote culture
of peace, mutual acceptance, respect for diversity and solidarity.
RIVE offers:
• the opportunity to meet members, supporters and friends of Italian
ecovillages;
• the organization of public meetings, and members-only meetings,
during the year;
• the opportunity to represent the colorful multitude of ecological
villages through a single organization;
• support and advice for new projects;
• a website and a newsletter where members can introduce themselves
and show their activities, and a mailing list to cooperate to the
network;

• direct contact with the international movement of ecovillages, by
participating in the GEN-Europe (Global Ecovillage Network).
How to partecipate:
• bringing more awareness and environmentally-friendly practices into
your life
• becoming an active member of RIVE as “Supporting Member”,
ecovillage,or newborn project
• offering your help in the organization of events or conferences
• by sending a donation to: RIVE, Banca popolare Etica, IBAN: IT38
F050 1802 8000 0000 0171 976.

Gli EcoVillaggi

POPOLO ARCOBALENO PER L’ACQUACHETA

Località Podere la Greta - 50060 San Godenzo (FI)
arcobalenoperlacquacheta@gmail.com - arcobalenoperlacquacheta.tk - tel. 340 679 4251

Some families have repopulated the valley of Acquacheta, with the aim of
restoring the ancient buildings, the uncoltivated land and to preserve the
area located into the National Park of “Foreste Casentinesi”. The members
of the community promote self-sufficiency and have the great common
goal to collectivly manage the land, promoting educational courses
addressed to the young generations.
LA COMUNE DI BAGNAIA

Via di Bagnaia 37, Ancaiano - 53018 Sovicille (SI)
lacomune.bagnaia@libero.it - tel. 0577 311 014; 0577 311 051

Prior to being an eco-village is a Community. It has been founded in 1979
by the joining of two previous community experience and is composed of
16 people. Specific characteristics: total economic sharing, organic farming
and breeding, use of the method of consent, self-sufficiency, political and
social activism.

CAMPANARA

Via Campanara 1, 50035 Palazzuolo sul Senio (FI)
silviablue56@yahoo.it - Fb: Campanara-Eco-Village - tel. 334 363 1537; 335 7104642

The project starts in 1985, with the purchase of the rectory and church of
Campanara. Here live 7 adults and 7 children, members of the same family.
The goal of the group is self-sufficiency, the discovery and exploitation of
ancient arts and crafts, and respect for the ecosystem.
CIRICEA

Via Villa di Piteccio 6 - 51100 Pistoia (PT)
info@ecovillaggiociricea.it - www.ecovillaggiociricea.it - tel. 0573 42039
tel. 366 340 6213 (Massimo); 345 393 0211 (Paolo)

Since 2010 a group of 6 people have started a process of community.
Ciricea is located 450 m above sea level and consists of a large farmhouse
and outbuildings, plus 2 hectares of vegetable gardens, olive trees and fruit
trees. The project promotes cultural days and workshops.
LA CITTÀ DELLA LUCE

Via Porcozzone 17 - 60010 Passo di Ripe (AN)
info@reiki.it - www.reiki.it - tel. 0717 959 090

La Città della Luce has been founded in 2006 by a group of enthusiasts
scholars of Reiki, already members of an association since 1999. In the
Ecovillage live 25 members, whose main interest focuses on research and
training in the bionatural disciplines. Members share the economy and
work within the community structure as holistic and artisans practitioners.

CORRICELLI

Località Corricelli - 59025 Cantagallo (PO)
zappamari@gmail.it; anjama@iol.it - www.associazionebasilico.it
Fb: Associazione Basilico - tel. 333 436 0261; 333 982 1475

Small village to renovate in a woodland setting surrounded by abandoned
farmland. Since 2003 6 people live there in self-built houses of straw.
The project is a laboratory of “happy decrease” and permaculture design.
In addition to this, they have skills related to synergic agriculture and
biodance.
FEDERAZIONE DI COMUNITÀ DI DAMANHUR
Via Pramarzo 3 - 10080 Baldissero Canavese (TO)
welcome@damanhur.it - www.damanhur.it - tel. 0124 512 226

Founded in Italy in the early 70s, Damanhur is a center for spiritual,
artistic and social research, well-known all over the world. It is composed
of 600 members divided into 25 groups that form the Federation of
communities. The Federation, founded in 1980, has a social, political and
economic structure continuously evolving and in relation to their path of
spiritual quest.
IL POPOLO DEGLI ELFI

Avalon - 51015 Montevettolini (PT)
clementer75@yahoo.com

Since the eighties the Pistoia Apennines hosts one of the most original of
the Italian community movement, it is il Popolo degli Elfi. Here live 200

people in over fifteen groups, some distant even an hour of walking from
one to the other. Some of the housing is without electricity , they practice
self-sufficiency , exchange and barter.
GIARDINO DELLA GIOIA

Contrada Torre Mileto, Proprietà D’Agruma - 71015 San Nicandro Garganico (FG)
giardinodellagioia@gmail.com - Fb: Giardino della Gioia - tel. 329 984 2608

The project began in 2011 thanks to the availability of an olive grove at the
foot of the Gargano. Here live 8 adults who practice self-subsistence and
synergic agriculture. They live in yurta and they have their own homemade
solar panels, the community kitchen , the compost toilet and the circus.
LUMEN

Via Polignano 5/13 - 29010 San Pietro in Cerro (PC)
elena.soldi@naturopatia.org - 0523 838172

Lumen is an eco-village where 63 people live, 25 of which are children. The
member of the community have renovated a farmhouse in a rural village of
the 7th century. The main activity of the community is the Naturopathy
School, the Wellness Academy and the Natural Cooking School.
RIO SELVA CO- HOUSING

Via Rio Selva 13- 31022 Preganziol (TV)
fattoriarioselva@gmail.com - http: //rio-selva.blogspot.com - tel. 0422 330477

This farm house has started in 2008 from the idea of a couple. It’s composed

by some apartments which surround an educational farm run thorugh
organic farming, it hosts an ethical purchasing group and a music room.
TORRI SUPERIORE

Via Torri Superiore 5, Torri - 18039 Ventimiglia (IM)
info@torri-superiore.org - www.torri-superiore.org - Fb: Ecovillaggio Torri Superiore
tel. 0184 215 504; fax 0184 215 914

The Ecovillage Torri Superiore is located in the small medieval town of
the thirteenth century. The community, active since 1989, has made the
work of restoration of the village which now houses, in addition to the
25 residents, also a ecotourism project and cultural association. Other
activites are farming, olive growing and breeding on a small scale.
UPACCHI

c/o Eva Lotz - località Upacchi - 52031 Anghiari (AR)
evalotz@yahoo.it - www.eccoupacchi.eu - Fb: Upacchi - tel. 0575 749323

It is an old stone village restored by 13 families who live there. Each family
runs its economy and work independently. They share common areas,
which are managed collectively.
IL VIGNALE

Strada Civitellese, Località il Vignale - 01010 Blera (VT)
ilvignale@gmail.com - Fb: Il Vignale - tel. 389 586 4091

It is an eco-village project started in 2010. The building that will house the
community, currently united in agricultural cooperative and consists of 10

people , is being renovated. The land is 5 acres designed in permaculture
mode . The objective is food self-sufficiency. The main areas of interest:
renewable energy, music, circus and theater, green building, collection and
use of herbs.
VILLAGGIO VERDE

Località San Germano - 28010 Cavallirio (NO)
info@villaggioverde.org - www.villaggioverde.org - tel. 333 763 9262

Born in the 80s from an idea by Bernardino del Boca (esoteric person died
in 2001), whose will was to create an experimental center for the Evolution
of Consciousness. Here live 15 people who are part of a building and
agricultural cooperative, which owns 16 houses and about 8 acres of land.
It is an experience somewhere between a cohousing and an intentional
community.
VILLA VILLA VIGNA

provincia di Roma ~ villavillavigna@gmail.com

Villa Vigna is a rented house in the “Castelli Romani” area, where the
inhabitants experiment life in community, organic farming, permaapiculture and self-building of renewable energy plants.

EcoVillaggi in costruzione
CA’ DEI VENTI

Torre di Mezzana, 59025 Cantagallo (PO) ~ ecovillaggiocadeiventi@gmail.com

Motivated by their voluntary work in the RIVE, 6 young adults move to
a house in the country side in order to live and experiment cohabitation
and to ground the roots for an eco-village community. The base values
of the group are organic farming, self subsistence, permaculture, use of
techniques to facilitate relationships and collective decision making. The
community is open to the local community and to international networks.
CONSOLIDA

Via Fontaneda 1754 - 41059 Monteombraro di Zocca (MO)
ospiticonsolida@gmail.com - www.viafontaneda.altervista.org - facebook: ecovillaggio
consolida - tel. 059 989 681

Consolida is a rural eco-village composed by 4 adults and 3 children who
starting from 2010 have followed the ideals of sustainability, self-sufficiency,
sobriety, degrowth and natural nutrition. The community includes a
farm (13 hectares of forest and 7 arable) which follows the principles of
permaculture and synergetic agriculture to produce vegetables which are
sold in the local markets of Bologna. The community is open and ready to
accept new members.

CORTE DEL VENTO

Contrà Marzarotti 3/b, San Rocco di Tretto - 36015 Schio (VI)
info@cortedelvento.org - www.cortedelvento.org
Fb: San-Rocco-ecovillaggio-community - tel. 370 3162267 328 915 0076

Since 2009 a group of ten households, families and single individuals,
formed the San Rocco Community to establish an eco-village that will
be built on a plot of one hectare of land at 720 m above sea level. The
buildings, designed in both private and common spaces, will be built with
straw, wood and clay. Core values of the group: respect for Mother Earth
and mutual support. They have been farming together for five years. The
construction works of the Ecovillage are about to start.
DULCAMARA

Via Tolara di Sopra 78, Ozzano dell’Emilia (BO)
amministrazione@coopdulcamara.it - http://coopdulcamara.it/ - tel. 051 796 643

Dulcamara starts in 1984 as an agriculture cooperative which has been
entrusted to run and manage the Foiano farm, near Ozzano d’Emilia,
15 km from Bologna. The land is inside the Regional Park “Parco dei
Gessi e dei Calnchi” and collaborates with the public organization which
runs the park. There are 12 arable hectares and 1 hectare where there is
a vegetable garden, a typical fruit trees orchard and an educational farm.
The community runs a vegetarian and organic restaurant and runs a bed
and breakfast. Eight to twelve people live in Dulcamara, according to the
season. The aim for them is to become an intentional community.

HABITAT

Via Volterrana, 50050 Gambassi Terme (FI)
ecovillaggiohabitat@gmail.com - www.ecovillaggiohabitat.it - Fb: Habitat Ecovillaggio tel. 338 208 1548

Since 2010 a couple bought a plot of 13 acres where they built wooden
structures, which feature a kitchen and a classroom. They are a cultural
organization that aims to create a center for the protection and care of the
native Tuscany flora and fauna and of each species at risk of extinction,
including the issue of seeds.
LA NUOVA TERRA

Via Ferrovia 80 - 33033 Beano di Codroipo (UD)
lanuovaterra@gmail.com - www.ecovillaggiolanuovaterra.it - tel. 0432 618 133

Born from the experience of Eureka, International Research Institute for
High Quality of Life, founded in 1997, which deals with the research and
experimentation in agriculture, which led to the homeodynamic method.
The community is made of
 30 people who follow the values of
 Christianity
and draw inspiration from the anthroposophical Spiritual Science.
ECOVILLAGGIO A PEDALI

Avigliano Umbro (TR)
apedaliecovillaggio@gmail.com - www.apedali.it - Fb: EcovillaggioAPedali - tel. 333 236 5729

A group of 5 people in 2013 has rented a house with land where experiment
and try to live a shared and supportive living. The experience looks for
food, economic and energetic self-sufficiency.

PER - Parco delle Energie Rinnovabili

Frazione Frattuccia, Località Inano - 05025 Collicello (TR)
scrivi@per.umbria.it - www.per.umbria.it - tel. 0744 988050

P.E.R. Is a scientific, touristic and an informative center which experiments
new technologies, processes and activities which can improve human life
and which can reduce the impact of society on the planet. Since 2009 the
center has the aim to inspire the wish and dream of changing life. The
center’s mission is to experiment energy saving, to promote and practice
permaculture and life in community.
RAYS

Podere Cavi 55 - 58026 Gerfalco (GR)
info@associazionerays.org - www.associazionerays.org - tel. 334 798 3903

Rays has been founded in 2003, it has 3 inhabitants (with more people
interested in the project) that experience natural farming techniques,
permaculture aiming at food self-sufficiency. They practice exchange and
barter.
TEMPO DI VIVERE

Via Denzano 1690, Loc. Bombanella - 41054 Marano sul Panaro (MO)
info@tempodivivere.it - www.tempodivivere.it - tel. 329 021 8941

Tempo di Vivere is an eco-village which focuses on the human being and
his capabilities. Its aim is to promotd a conscious degrowth in harmony
with Mather Nature. The funders created an intentional autonomous
community where everybody can bring their own experiences and
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skills to acquire the common goal of a life based on the person’s needs.
Collaboration and sharing will bring personal and collective growth. The
community follows a holistic and respectful vision of the wellbeing and
healing of humankind and the environment and wants to be an example
to create a new culture and social system.
ECOVILLAGGIO IN VALLESANTA Cooperativa Cantieribelli
Località Corezzo - 52010 Chiusi della Verna (AR)
ecovillaggiovallesanta@gmail.com - www.ecovillaggiovallesanta.org

Seven families are building houses and common spaces of a rural ecovillage. A shared project design, self-cosntruction with natural and local
materials (wood, straw-bell, earth), shared owning of the houses and lands,
communitarian life in respect of each individual, sobriety and openness
towards the local community are some of the values and principals with
which this community wants to repopulate this valley in the Appennini
muntains.

Progetti di EcoVillaggio
ARCIPELAGO SAGAROTE

Contrada Sagarote 109 - 87036 Diamante (CS)
virgo47@libero.it - tel. 347 920 8309; 340 367 8369

Cultural and voluntary non-profit organization, the project promotes
funny, recreational and “onodidattica” (education through donkeys)
activities, theater, music , arts and crafts for children with and without
disabilities, aiming at the reconstruction of human values, solidarity and
equality.
LA CASA DI SPINO

31044 Montebelluna (TV) ~ manistefani@hotmail.com

In 2012 a couple has rented a house with a hectare of land, to create a
first nucleus for the establishment of an eco-village. The project aims to
environmental sustainability, mutual help, inner search, artistic expression
and intercultural welcome. They dream of a space for libertarian education.
CASCINA GERVASONI

Frazione Foppe di San Gallo 11 - 24015 San Giovanni Bianco (BG)
info@maxarchetti.it - www.maxarchetti.it - Fb: Cascina Gervasoni - tel. 338 267 7703

Cascina Gervasoni it is an organic educational and social farm, agritourism,
open in 2000 by Max Archetti, who later decided to convert it to and

ecovillage. He is currently supported by many members and adheres
actively in local associations.
CASA LONJER
Strada per Longera 191/1, 34128 Trieste - casalonjer@gmail.com - tel. 339 619 4346

Casa Lonjer is a community laboratory where babies and bread are
produced at home. A group of people which since 2007 are growing
together in a urban community project. At the moment four people are
involved in this project which evolves day by day. They live in a house with
a garden and they are enlarging the green area. The main interests of the
community are: to promote the freedom of birth and growth, to heal the
earth, attention and caring for interpersonal and intra-personal relations,
the research for viable, resilient, ecological and community ways of living.
IL CERCHIO SACRO

60048 Serra San Quirico (AN)
schiasta@alice.it - www.ilcerchiosacro.it - tel. 333 455 8472

The project promoted by Maddalena Armenise is located in the Regional
Park of Gola della Rossa e di Frasassi, and is suitable for the creation of a
spiritual ecovillage, inspired by the knowledge and wisdom of the native
peoples. The property has 6 acres, ruins and a house to finish restoring. For
several years, in summer, there are classes of the School of Nature.

CIUMARA RANNI

SP9 Carlentini - 96010 Sortino (SR)
info@ciumararanni.tk - www.ciumararanni.tk - Fb: Ciumara Ranni - tel. 346 247 5015

A small group of young people live since 2012 in loan for use in a valley
crossed by a large river (Ciumara Ranni, in Sicilian dialect). Their main
activity is to renovate the house and retrieve the crops in the soil, abandoned
for years. They adhere to a number of local and national networks.
MEDITAMARE

Torrazza - 18100 Porto Maurizio (IM)
meditamare@libero.it - www.meditamare.it - Fb: Meditamare - tel. 335 626 2838

It is a project to re-house the valley of Prino in Liguria. Here currently
live 20 people in a cohousing mode (private houses), but share services in
a supportive network. The intention is to create ‘green jobs’ in the field of
health, hospitality and tourism path.
NURAGHES
riccardo_myst@yahoo.it - tel. 329 803 4671

Ecovillage project in Sardenia Region.
REGGIOLI
53013 Gaiole in Chianti (SI) ~ luna.negra@libero.it - tel. 393 413 1582

In spring 2011, Christian and Lucile with their 5 children have bought a
farm in the marvelous and untouched hills of Chianti, in Tuscany. Step by

step they are renovating the farm in order to promote an agritourism as
well as cultural and handicrafts initiatives and to reorganize the farming
activity. The aim is to host courses, seminars and to give a space to women
who decide to give birth in a peaceful home. A membership quota is
foreseen to join the project.
CENTRO SAN CRESCI

Via San Cresci 31, 50032 S. Cresci di Borgo San Lorenzo (FI)
sancresci@sancresci.eu - www.sancresci.eu - tel. 335 783 2866

In Florence, a Renaissance project of the 21st century, a concrete answer to
who searches a wonderful life, believes in the Common Good, invests on
self-sufficiency and sustainability of the Earth and of productive processes.
IL SOGNO DELLE GINESTRE - CHE PASSO!

Località Candeggio 1/b - 06012 Città di Castello (PG)
info@chepasso.org - www.chepasso.org - tel. 075 852 6282; 339 6775132

Michela and Roberto with their 3 children have rented a farm where
they host pilgrims and where they practice self-production. Recently they
have bought an adjacent land with a farm counting 7 hectares. Here they
would like to develop the hosting, social and farming activities with a
new orchard, a vegetable garden, a medicinal garden, an animal farm
and food production. They are looking for other families, preferably with
children, who have experienced a cohabitation and are willing to start a
new adventure.

TRIBÙ UNIVERSO

Area Pisa / Toscana ~ andrea.balzini@libero.it - tel. 333 856 5952

The project is promoted by a couple and includes the purchase of land on
which to erect houses of straw. They would like to engage in agriculture
and in activities with children and parents.
YURT PARADISE

Località Villaggio Montefreddo, 47019 Tredozio (FC)
alessandroervi@libero.it - www.yurtparadise.net - Tel. 348 151 4290 (Alessandro)

Yurt Paradise is a ceremonial village made of yurts on the borders of the
Casentino Forests on the Romagna hills near Tredozio (FC). The village
is part of the project “Island of the Wolf ”, which includes an educational
farm and an agritourism. Eleven adults and six children live here. Most
of the adults are therapists with different spiritual paths and experiences.
This experiential group is based on research and study, following different
approaches aiming at self-awakening and a better life in harmony with
the laws of nature. The final goal is to create a concrete alternative to the
modern world and to leave a better one to the future generations.

Collaborate with us
EDITRICE AAMTERRA NUOVA

via Ponte di Mezzo 1, 50127 Firenze
info@aamterranuova.it - www.terranuova.it - tel. 055 321 5729

ECOLATO COMUNE
Località Monte Pisano - 56011 Calci (PI) ~ irene.divittorio@gmail.com

ECONOMIA POETICA
Mario, Amos e Giulietta ~ info.radio.sat@gmail.com - tel. 348 780 1959

H2OS progetto pilota open-source per un ecovillaggio in Senegal

h2os@musoco.org - www.facebook.com/pages/Partenariato-H2Os/1502171090030756
tel. 339 893 0556 (Babacar)

ASSOCIAZIONE LAMPI DI GIOCO

www.lampidigioco.it - info@lampidigioco.it - tel. 347 556 0353

MCF - Mondo Comunità Famiglie

Piazza Villapizzone 3, 20156 Milano
mcfsegreteria@comunitaefamiglia.org - tel. 02 3925391

ASSOCIAZIONE MELOGRANO
Firenze ~ www.melograno513.altervista.org - melograno513@gmail.com - tel 055 650 5885

A.P.S. PARADISO RITROVATO

paradisoritrovato@gmail.com - paradisoritrovato.wordpress.com - tel. 320 833 3681

RETE ITALIANA COHOUSING
cohousingitalia@gmail.com - www.cohousingitalia.it - tel. 333 644 4255

BIOFATTORIA SOCIALE IL ROSMARINO
fattoriabiosocialerosmarino@gmail.com - tel. 349 796 1892

PANTA REI

Passignano sul Trasimeno (PG) ~ info@pantarei-cea.it - www.pantarei-cea.it
tel. 075 829 6164 328 698 2704

ASSOCIAZIONE SPAZIO NOMADE
Rosignano Marittimo (LI) ~ spazionomade@gmail.com - tel. 347 545 9993

EDITRICE VIVERE ALTRIMENTI

info@viverealtrimenti.com - www.viverealtrimenti.com - tel. 342 574 2547

Travel notes

Contacts
rive@ecovillaggi.it
www.ecovillaggi.it – www.mappaecovillaggi.it
Facebook: reteitalianavillaggiecologici
Headquarters of the association
c/o La Comune di Bagnaia
via Bagnaia 37, Ancaiano – 53018 Sovicille (SI)
tel. 0577 311 014; 0577 311 051
Presidency
Francesca Guidotti
Torre di Mezzana, 59025 Cantagallo (PO)
presidente@ecovillaggi.it – tel. 333 644 4255
Secretary and Orientation
Anja, Anna, Giulietta
Torre di Mezzana, 59025 Cantagallo (PO)
segreteria@ecovillaggi.it – tel. 329 942 3393

International projects
internazionale@ecovillaggi.it
Local groups
lazio@ecovillaggi.it - piemonte@ecovillaggi.it - triveneto@ecovillaggi.it
To be always up to dated to RIVE news, subscribe to the newsletter, sending
an e-mail to segreteria@ecovillaggi.it

The RIVE joined the Global Ecovillage Network - Europe
www. gen-europe.org

To financially support the RIVE, you can send your contribution by a bank
transfer directly to Rete italiana villaggi ecologici - RIVE, Banca popolare
Etica, IBAN code: IT38 F050 1802 8000 0000 0171 976 - BIC/SWIFT:
CCRTIT2T84A

